
After being recommended to develop, we quickly
realised that you're true experts in your field. 

You understand the market and candidate
requirements better than any other agency. Your
technical knowledge for vacanies, and the tech
stack required is unrivalled. 

You consistently presented us with quality
candidates, and this saved us a lot of time during
the interview process. 

develop fully understands what SMA are looking
for, and the energetic approach from the team is
infectious. 

S M A ' S  C H A L L E N G E S  

After working with agencies before who
didn't deliver, working with develop was
a breath of fresh air. You said you were
going to deliver us the best candidates,
and you've succeeded. 

The energy and dedication given from
the team from our first meeting through
until now has never wavered.  

You're the ideal partner for us, you're
responsive and work within our
boundaries. The team are true
professionals who strive for our common
success and we'd recommend you to any
business looking to hire. 

We Spoke to Björn Glaus, Head of Software Engineering, at SMA about working with develop. This
is what he had to say. 

Founded in 1987, SMA is an independent
consultant and software company for railway
systems. SMA is a 90 strong team looking to grow
their offices across Switzerland, France, and
Germany.  

Previously, all technical hires have been located
in our Switzerland office; due to our 2022
expansion plans we're now growing our
development team into Germany. 

Hiring tech talent into our German office was
completely new to us, and we weren't
experienced in where to look for the best talent,
as well as understanding wants and needs
specific for the German job market.

We wanted to work with a partner who were true
experts in the market with immediate access to
the top talent. 

S O L U T I O N S

W O R K I N G  W I T H  D E V E L O P

Pragmatic
Hands on 
Consistently delivers 
Quality over quantity

DEVELOP'S BENEFITS

Knowing the market
Finding top talent
Partners technical knowledge

SMA'S CHALLENGES

AT A GLANCE


